point, the E} is of the same homotopy type as the fiber of the fibration p. Specialized to the case of / = p X q, our main result states that, under suitable conditions, there is an isomorphism TorA(A/)(A(F), A(M')) ~H*(E'; R), where A denotes the de Rham complex functor. Thus this work provides a de Rham realization of a theorem of Eilenberg and Moore [4] . Such an isomorphism was considered earlier by Wu [10] in terms of Sullivan's minimal models and the simplicial category. See also the recent works [5] and [6] of Gugenheim for a more general frame work using the DASH category.
Assume that M is simply connected. Choose a differential graded subalgebra A of the de Rham complex A(M) such that there is an isomorphism H (A) == H*(M; R) via integration. Let B(A) be the reduced bar construction, whose differential dg is given by Here our sign convention differs somewhat from the usual one as found in [7] , and Jw = (-l)degM,_w> for any homogeneous element w. It turns out that Ef is a differentiable space and has a de Rham complex A(Ej). The differential graded vector space A(N) ®f B(A) can be embedded in A(Ef) as a subcomplex and the isomorphism (0.3) will be obtained via integration. Therefore the above theorem is of the de Rham type.
In the extreme case of N = { v0} and fy0 = (x0, xQ), Ej is the smooth loop space ÜM at x0, and the isomorphism (0. [5, Proposition 6] .) At the other extremity of M = {x0), Theorem 0.1 is simply the usual de Rham theorem.
The starting point of our proof of Theorem 0.1 is the local validity of the theorem on A^ because of the mentioned loop space de Rham theorem. The global validity on N is then obtained through a method of spectral sequences and fine sheaf resolutions. Theorem 0.1 has been announced in [3] . Our original proof is based on a Weil's method of pairing via integration [10] .
Remark. In the category of topological spaces and under very mild conditions, the cohomology of a Serre fibration can be determined through a construction using minimal models. (See [11, Chapter 20].) In comparison with the above result, Theorem 0.1 is more restrictive but relates directly to analysis through integration.
§1 contains some direct applications of Theorem 0.1 to the case of M = S". In §2, the complex A(N) ®f B(A) is realized as a subcomplex of the de Rham complex A(F^) in order to make integration possible. The isomorphism (0.3) is obtained by pairing terms of certain spe£tral sequences on Ex and E2 levels. In §3, a spectral sequence for A(N) ®fB(A) and a related fine sheaf resolution are discussed briefly. In § §4 and 5, we set up geometrically another fine sheaf resolution. The proof of Theorem 0.1 is completed in §6 by comparing the two resolutions.
Let C" denote the normalized smooth cubical chain complex functor (on the category of differentiable spaces). The degeneracy will occur on the last coordinate. Let H+ (resp. H*) denote the smooth homology (resp. cohomology) functor. Let H%R = HA denote the de Rham cohomology functor. We shall use [ -] to denote a coset, which is often a homology or cohomology class. We shall work with the real number field. so that {us}s>0 represent a basis for H*(QS"; R). Example 1. If N0 and Nx are submanifolds of S " of positive codimension and if/: NQ X Nx -» S" X S" is the inclusion, then W = 0 so that the real cohomology of the differentiable space of smooth paths from N0 to A^j in S" is isomorphic to the tensor product H*(N0; R) ® H*(NX; R) ® H*(QS"; R). Example 2. If/: S" -» S" X S" is the diagonal map, thenf*(w X 1) = f*(\ X w) = w and W = 0 so that the real free loop space cohomology of S" is isomorphic to the tensor product H*(S"; R) ® H*(QS"; R). (D. Sullivan [8] has provided a general algorithm for the computation of the rational free loop space cohomology. See also [9] .) Example 3. If/: S" -» S" X S" is given by x h» (x, -x), then W= -w + (-1)V. When n is even, then W = 0, and we are in the same situation as in the last example. When n is odd,_then W = -2w. Instead of A(S") ®j B(A), consider the complex (A ® B(A), df], which has a basis consisting of 1 X us, w X us, s>0, with ^(1 ® us) = -2w ® us_x and df(w ® us) = 0.
Thus H*(Ef; R) = R. In particular, if p: E -» S" is a smooth fibration, then, for f = pXq:E X {0}->Sn X S", License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use we may replace, in the above long exact sequence, N by E and E} by the fiber F. Thus (1.4) generalizes Wang's exact sequence over R.
2. A pairing by integration. We_are going to equip Ef with a differentiable structure and to realize A(N) ®f B(A) as a subcomplex of A(Ef). Throughout this paper, U will denote a convex set, by which we mean an «-dimensional convex subset of R", where n is finite but arbitrary. See [3] for a more detailed account of the material in this section.
A map a: t/-> P(Af) is called a plot of P(M) if the associated map <>": I X U-> M given by (t, Ç) h> a(|)(0 is smooth. A p-form u on P(M) is defined to be a rule that associates to each plot a of P(M) a/?-form ua on U such that, if 9: U' -» U is a C00 map of convex sets, then ua9 = 6*ua. (The dimensions of U and Í7' need not be the same.) Thus there is a de Rham complex A(F(Af)).
By a plot of a C00 manifold N, we mean a smooth map of the type U->M. A plot of Ef is defined to be a map <£: U->Ej such that the maps ir^ and/<> are plots of N and P(M) respectively. The remainder of this work will be devoted to a proof of the fact that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 0.1, the above map becomes an isomorphism.
3. A sheaf resolution. The next lemma can be proved in a routine way. The normalized smooth cubical chain complex C^(E) has an ascending filtration g such that ^pC^(E) has a basis represented by all nondegenerate 77-fibered cubes of E over a nondegenerate cube of N of degree < p. The resulting spectral sequence {Sr, 3r}r>0 will be called the Serre spectral sequence of the pullback it. Then # -11*00, summing over all nondegenerate/?-cubes a of N. If z is a 77-fibered ç-cycle over a, then, for 1 </</?, e = 0, 1, \fz is either a 77-fibered <7-cycle over \'a or a 77-fibered chain over some nondegenerate cube of degree < /?. Therefore the differential Proof. Let fy0 = (x', x"). We identify Ey<¡ with the differentiable space P(M; x',x") of all smooth paths from x' to x" in M. According to the isomorphisms (3.1), (4.5) and (4.7), the pairing (6.2a) can be taken as the pairing H (B (A)) X Hj(P (M; x', x")) -> R, (6.6) which is induced by the pairing B (A) X C+(P (M; x', x")) -* R (6.7)
given by <[w,| • • • \wr], c> = /Jw, ■ -• wr.
Let y be a smooth path from x' to x". Consider the map g: I -> M X M given by t h» (x', y(t)). Let 77Ä: Eg -> I be the associated pullback from the path fibration nM. Then C^(Eg) has an associated Serre spectral sequence { Tr, 3r}. Corresponding to the pairing (2.2), there is a pairing A(I)®gB(A)xC¿Eg)->R.
In the place of the pairing (6.2), we now have the pairing H{B(A))xTi^R.
(6.8)
The respective fibers of the pullback 77g above the points 0 and 1 are
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use precisely P(M; x', x') and P(M; x', x"). According to (4.7), there are isomorphisms H*(P(M; x', x')) « F02 « H+(P(M; x', x")). This implies that the pairing (6.6) can be, in turn, taken as the pairing
